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ABSTRACT 
Let T be an almost regular tournament matrix of order n with right perron vector 
IL’. We show that if the ith row sum of T is (n - 2)/2 and the jth row sum is n/2, 
then w, < u,,. Thus in the round robin competition corresponding to T, the ranking 
schemes of Kendall and Wei and of Kamanujacharyula agree with the ranking 
generated bv the row sums of T. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
A tournament matrix is the adjacency matrix of a certain type of directed 
graph-a tournament-which is loop-free and has the property that for each 
pair of distinct vertices i and j, either i + j or j -+ i, but not both. 
Equivalently, a tournament matrix T is a square (0, 1) matrix which satisfies 
the equation T + T’ = J - I, where J is the all ones matrix. 
Any tournament matrix T can be thought of as arising from the results of 
a round robin competition, since a 1 in position (i, j) of T records the fact 
that player i defeated player j in the competition, while a 0 in that position 
corresponds to player i being defeated by player j. In the case that T is 
irreducible, a ranking scheme due to Kendall [3] and Wei [8] interprets the 
entries in the right perron vector ZL‘ of T as the strengths of the players, so 
that player i is ranked higher than player j if and only if wi > wj. The 
following problem then arises naturally: under what circumstances does the 
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Kendall-Wei ranking agree with the (obvious) approach of simply ranking 
the players according to the number of games won (i.e. according to the row 
sums of T)? More precisely, if the ith and jth row sums of T are si and sj, 
respectively, and si > sj, do we necessarily have wi > wj as well? We remark 
that a similar type of problem involving row sums and the perron vector has 
been investigated in [2]. 
In the case that T is regular, that is, all of its row sums are the same, it is 
not difficult to see that both the perron vector and the vector of row sums are 
multiples of the all ones vector, and so the two rankings agree (we note that 
regular tournament matrices only exist for odd orders). However, Bryce and 
Smythe [l] provide an interesting example of a tournament matrix whose row 
sum ranking and Kendall-Wei ranking differ significantly; in that example, it 
turns out that a player who wins only one game ends up being ranked in the 
middle by the Kendall-Wei scheme. 
It seems that the problem posed above is quite difficult in general. In this 
paper we consider the almost regular tournament matrices, i.e. those touma- 
ment matrices of even order n which have half of the row sums equal to 
(n - 2)/2 and half of the row sums equal to n/2. Such a matrix is 
irreducible if and only if n > 4, and henceforth we take that to be the case. 
We will show that for an almost regular tournament matrix T with perron 
vector w, if the ith row sum of T is n/2 and the jth row sum is (n - 2)/2, 
then wi > wj. We remark that there may be some inherent interest in 
studying almost regular tournament matrices; for instance, it has recently 
been shown that for all sufficiently large even n, the tournament matrix of 
order n which maximizes the perron value must be almost regular [6]. 
In [6] it is also shown that for a tournament matrix of order n whose ith 
row sum is s, the ith entry u of the right perron vector (normalized so that 
its entries sum to 1) satisfies f,(u) < 0, where 




2p+ 1 + (2p + 1) (1) 
We will use (1) in order to discuss the structure of the perron vector of an 
almost regular tournament matrix. We begin with a preliminary estimate. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that T is an almost regular tournament matrix of 
order n with perron tialue p. If u is a solution to the quadratic equation 
hnPej,Ju) = 0, then u < 1/(2p + 1). 
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Proof. First we note that since p < n/2 (the maximum row sum of T), 
we have n/2 + (2n - 2)p2/(n - 2) > 2p2 + p. But that inequality is eas- 
ily seen to be equivalent to l/(2 p + 1) > ( p + l)/{(n + 2>/2 + (2n - 
2)p2/(n - 2) + 2p1, which implies that 1/(2p + 1) is greater than the 
vertex of the parabola corresponding to fen _ 2j,2(z). Consequently, if we can 
establish that &,_;,,,(1/(2p + 1)) > 0, that will imply that 1/(2p + 1) is 
greater than both of the roots of &,, _ 2j,2. 
A routine computation reveals that (n - 1)2(n2 - 4) > (n - 2)“(n + 
1)2; hence (n - l>dz > (n - 2Xn + l), which in turn implies that 
(n - l)(n - 2 + -)/4 > n(n - 2)/2. Now since p is the perron 
value of an almost regular tournament matrix of order 71, it follows from [4, 
Corollary 1.41 that p 2 (n - 2 + dz)/4. Thus we see that (n - 1)p 
> (n - 1Xn - 2 + \ln2-4)/4 > n(n - 2)/2. Now the inequality 
j&2,,2(1/(2p + 1)) > 0 can be shown to be equivalent to n/2 + (2n - 
2)p”/(n - 2) > n(2p + 1)/2 via a few algebraic manipulations, and this last 
inequality is the same as {(n - 1)p - n(n - 2)/2)2p/( n - 2) > 0. Conse- 
quently, since (n - 1)p > n(n - 2)/2, we find that f(,, 2j,2(1/(2p + 1)) > 
0, so that u < 1/(2p + 1). ??
THEOREM 1. Suppose that T is an almost regular tournament matrix of 
order n with perran value p. Let u be a solution to the equation fc,,_2,,2(u) 
= 0, and let v be a solution to the equation f,,,(v) = 0. Then u < v. 
Proof. Since c and u are roots of f,,,2 and An P2j,2, respectively, we 
find that f,,,,(v) -f(,L-2j,2 (u) = 0. This equation can be seen to be equiva- 
lent to 
i 
2(n - 1)p’ 
n 
+ 5 + 2p (v” - u2) - 2( p + l)(o - u) 
i 
4( n - 1) p”u” 1 
- 
n” - 2n 
- u2 + ~ = 0. 
2p+ 1 (2) 
Next we use the fact that f(,,_2j,2(~~) = 0, which yields -4(n - l)p’u”/ 
(n’ - 2n) = (2/n)[{2p + (n + 2)/2}u” - 2( p + 1)~ + 1 - n/{2(2p + 
l)}], so that -4(n - l)p”u’/(n” - 2n> - 11’ + 1/(2p + 1) = (2/‘n)[(2p 
+ l)u’ - 2( p + l)u + 11 = (2/n)(2p + l)(u - l){u - 1/(2p + 111, 
which is positive by Lemma 1. Thus, if (2) holds, it must be the case that 
(c-u) (( 2(n - l)p’ + ; + 2p (v + u) - 2( p + 1) < 0. (3) n i I 
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Suppose now that II > v. Then (2( n - l)p’/n + n/2 + 2p}(v + u) - 
2( p + 1) must be positive, so that 2u{2(n - l)p’/n + n/2 + 2p} > 
{2(n - l>p’/n + n/2 + 2pJ(v + U> > 2( p + 1). But by Lemma 1 we have 
1/(2p + 1) > u, so that 2{2(n - l)p”/n + n/2 + 2p}/(2p + 1) > 2( p + 
1). But this last is equivalent to O > 2p”/n + p - (n - 2)/2, a contradic- 
tion, since p > (n - 2)/2. Consequently, it must be the case that u < v. H 
Our first corollary generalizes Proposition 3.2 of [5], while the second 
corollary generalizes Theorem 3.2 of the same paper. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let T be an almost regular tournament matrix of order 
n with right perron vector w, normulized so that wTl = 1. Suppose that the 
ith row sum of T is n/2 and the jth row sum of T is (n - 2)/2. Then 
wi > wj. 
Proof. Letting p be the perron value of T, Lye have that All _ Z,,z(wj) < 0 
and f,,,n(wl) < 0. Suppose that ZL, and us are the roots of fC,,_2,,2(z) (with 
ui f uz> say), and similarly suppose that o I and vZ are the roots of fn,2(z) 
with vi < vue. Applying Theorem 1 we have 1~s < vr, so that ui < wj < 11~ < 
v, < wi < vs, which yields wi > yi. ??
COROLLARY 1.2. Let T be an almost regular tournament matrix of order 
n. Suppose that the jth row sum of T is n/2, the ith row sum of T is 
(n - 2)/2, and tij = 1. Let ? be the tournament mutrix obtained from T by 
reversing the orientation of the arc between vertices i andj in the tournament 
corresponAding to T. Then the perron vakle of T is larger than the perron 
value of T. 
Proof. Let the left perron vector of T be yT, and let the right perron 
vector of T be w, both normalized so that their entries sum to 1. From 
Corollary 1.1 we have 2c;i > wi, and that same corollary applied to TT also 
yields yi > yj. As a result we have y/y, > 1 > wi/wj. We now appeal to 
Theorem 3.1 in [5], which asserts that since yl/y. > wi/wj and tij = 1, the 
perron value of T must be less than the perron va ue of T. I’ ??
REMARK. Suppose that T is an irreducible tournament matrix with left 
and right perron vectors yT and w, respectively. Just as the entries in w are 
interpreted as the strengths of the players in the Kendall-Wei scheme, so too 
the entries in yT can be interpreted as the weaknesses of the players. 
Applying Corollary 1.1 to T T (which is also an almost regular tournament 
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matrix), we find that if the ith row sum of T is (n - 2)/2 and the jth row 
sum is n/2, then yi > yj, so that player i is weaker than player j under this 
left perron vector ranking. 
Further, a ranking scheme due to Ramanujacharyula [7] suggests using 
the ratio wi/yi to rank the players in a round robin competition; the 
philosophy is that the quantity wi/yi represents a strength to weakness ratio. 
Our results above show that if the ith row sum of the almost regular 
tournament matrix T is (n - 2)/2, then wi/yi < 1, while if the jth row sum 
is n/2, then wj/yj > 1. Thus the almost regular tournaments have the 
intuitively appealing property that ranking according to the right perron 
vector, ranking according to the left perron vector, and ranking according to 
Ramanujacharyula’s scheme all agree with ranking according to row sums. 
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